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Further Optimizing Business Environment and Strengthening
Relevant Reform Policy
To all relevant units:
To implement the stipulation of Comprehensively Improving "Getting Electricity" Service and
Continuously Optimizing Business Environment (NDRC, NEA (2020) No.1479), Measures of
Strengthening Reform System and Continuously Deepening World Leading Business
Environment Construction (SHMPCO (2021) No.6), Measures of Further Optimizing Business
Environment of Getting Electricity (SHDRC (2019) No.15) etc., following requirements of the
municipal government conference on 11th March, continuously optimizing business
environment of electricity connection and further strengthening relevant policy, the reform
measures are as followed:
1. Implement policies and strengthen supervision. All relevant administrative units and service
windows responsible for road occupation and excavation approval, shall strictly follow the
requirements of Measures of Further Optimizing Business Environment of Getting Electricity
etc. Through GovPortals website, administrative approvals for projects (e.g. line selection and
planning, road occupation and excavation, landscaping) follow rules of online application,
parallel approval, commitment-based notification and 2-day time limit. Meanwhile, all relevant
departments shall strengthen supervision and evaluation of approval windows and significant
areas, ensuring the implementation of reforming measures. According to the country and
municipal requirements, we shall strengthen supervision through open surveillance and secret
visit.
2. Promote online application and commitment-based approval. SMPEC shall further
improve connection projects management. Road occupation and excavation approvals for lowvoltage connection follow rules of online application ("offline only if necessary") and

commitment-based notification by the government. The ex-ante preparation shall be
strengthened while the interim and ex-post supervision enhanced. Debriefing shall be monthly
reported to the Shanghai Optimizing Power Access Working Group. Relevant departments
shall coordinate in time in case of special circumstances.
3. Optimize process and strengthen management. SMPEC shall further improve the whole
process management of acceptance, design, construction and etc. Low-voltage and nonresidential connection process is cut down to 2 procedures within 10 days. "Appointment
mechanism" for connection is established, promising average connection time within 10 days to
public. Project information and process is released to customers, further increasing customers’
convenience and satisfaction of electricity connection.
4. Innovate service and improve quality. SMEPC shall actively innovate high-quality
services, move forward and support ex-ante services. With the support of relevant departments
and big data centers, the preparatory work for customers’ electricity connection is carried out in
advance, ensuring the electricity connection project and main enterprise project start at the
same time. Once customers submit application, electricity will be turned on as soon as possible.
5. Extend mechanism and popularize experience. SMEPC shall summarize the entire process
scheme for 10kV electricity connection project, clarify the interface and set up the structure for
big data platform. All relevant units shall deepen the reform of "Streamlining administration,
delegating power, and optimizing services", extending the innovation mechanism for lowvoltage small and micro enterprises to 10kV electricity connection project. Experiences of
online application, parallel approval, commitment-based notification and time limit shall be
promoted, realizing 20% reduction of connection time and 2 procedures for 10kV customers.
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